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Best Online Casinos UK 


Welcome to BestCasino, the ultimate guide to all the best online casinos! On our website, you can learn everything you need to know about online gambling. You will also find useful information about the best casinos on the internet. Read more  



We have created a series of in-depth guides on everything from casino bonuses to free spins, slots and much more. Whether you are a new player or have been playing for years, you will find a lot of useful information by browsing our site. We update our website regularly in order to bring you the most updated information and the latest gambling news.
Online gambling is a multi-billion industry, and new casinos pop up each and every month. Navigating the jungle of online casino websites can be a daunting experience for new players. Therefore, we have collected all the most trusted casinos on the internet in one place, as well as our best tips and tricks for all casino players.








 

	All
	Bonus
	Free Spins
	New Casino

 



Affiliate Disclosure: At BestCasino, we strive to match players with the best casino offerings. Because of this, some of the site links that are suggested are affiliate links. This means BestCasino will get a commission payment at no additional cost to you if you visit a website through our link and make a deposit. Read more  



As a result of our editorial standards being created to be commercially independent and adhere to a professional methodology, all product reviews and suggestions continue to be unbiased. 
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up to
£500 Bonus


150 Free Spins




Play 

Review 
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|

18+


New players only, First 3 deposits only. Min deposit £10. Max total bonus £500 and 150 spins. 30x wagering (dep + bonus). 30x on spins, 4x conversion, bonus and spins valid on selected slots. 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
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Fortune Mobile Casino
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100% up to
£500 Bonus


150 Free Spins




Play 

Review 
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|

18+


First 3 deposits only. Min deposit £10. Max total bonus £500 and 150 spins. 30x wagering (dep + bonus). 30x on spins, 4x conversion, bonus and spins valid on selected slots 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
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up to
£25 Bonus


20 Free Spins




Play 

Review 



Ad
|

18+


New UK customers only. Opt-in required. 20 Bonus Spins on “Sahara Riches Cash Collect” and 100% Deposit Bonus up to £25 on first deposit. Min. deposit £10. 30x wagering requirement for Bonus Spins and 30x wagering requirement for Deposit Bonus (game weighting applies). Max. £5/spin or £0.50/line or £10/round (Live Casino). 30 days expiry. 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
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100% up to £100 
 



Play 

Review 





Ad
|

18+

|

Welcome bonus for a new players only. Maximum bonus is 100% up to $/€/£ 100. Min deposit is $/€/£ 10. No max cash out. Wagering is 45x bonus. Maximum bet while playing with a bonus is $/€/£ 5. Eligibility is restricted for a suspected abuse. Skrill and Neteller deposits excluded 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
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Cosmic Spins
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100% up to £100 

100 Free Spins 
 



Play 

Review 





Ad
|

18+

|

First deposit, UK players only. Min deposit £10. 100% Bonus Match on 1st deposit, max £100 bonus; 100 bonus spins on Starburst. 40x wagering(dep+bonus). 40x on spins, 4x conversion, bonus valid on selected slots. 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
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The Online Casino
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200% up to £50 

20 Free Spins 
 



Play 

Review 





Ad
|

18+

|

New players only. Use deposit code “TOC20”. Opt-in Required. Wager from real balance first. 50X wager the bonus. Contribution varies per game, selected games only. Wager calculated on bonus bets only. Bonus valid 30 Days from receipt/ free spins valid for 7 days from issue. Max conversion: 3x the bonus amount or free spins: £ 20. Excluded Skrill deposits. Withdrawal requests voids all active pending bonuses 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
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50 + 30 Free Spins 
 



Play 

Review 
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|
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This offer is only available for first time depositors. Min deposit is £10. 50 Free Spins on Book of Dead. Spin Value: £0.10. After your first deposit you may claim your 30 Extra Free Spins by visiting the Kicker Section. No min withdrawal. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. This offer is only available for specific players that have been selected by PlayOJO. If you have arrived on this page not via the designated offer via PlayOJO you will not be eligible for the offer. 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
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10bet Casino
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50% up to £250 
 



Play 

Review 
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|

18+

|

New bettors. Use code CASINO10. Wager bonus 50x to release bonus winnings. Valid 30 days. Stake contribution, games and payment method exclusions apply 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
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100% up to £200 

11 Free Spins 
 



Play 

Review 
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|

18+

|

New players only. Min deposit £/$/€ 10. Account balance is withdrawable at any time, upon withdrawal, any remaining bonus spins are forfeited. 7 days to activate the spins: Bonus spins expire 24 hours after activation. 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
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Brightstar Casino
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100% up to £200 

20 Free Spins 
 



Play 

Review 
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|

18+

|

New Players Only. Wagering occurs from real balance first. 50X wagering the bonus. Contribution may vary per game. Available on selected games only. The wagering requirement is calculated on bonus bets only. Bonus valid 30 Days from receipt. Max conversion: 3 times the bonus amount. Withdrawal requests void all active/pending bonuses. Excluded Skrill and Neteller deposits. 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
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We created BestCasino.com with one goal in mind: to provide our readers with reliable information about all the best online casino sites in UK and worldwide. We are a group of casino enthusiasts who together have decades of experience in the iGaming industry. Our aim is to keep up with the latest and hottest casino trends in order to bring you up-to-date information that improves your gambling experience. Not only do we write in-depth guides on online casino bonuses, slots, table games and more, but we also spend a lot of time testing new casinos to guide our readers to the best casinos on the web.

Both experienced and new players can find a ton of helpful information on our website. Whether you are seeking advanced Blackjack strategies or want to know how slot machines actually work, you will find plenty of guides that will help you become a smarter gambler. Although most casinos share the same games, features and bonus structures, they are far from equal when it comes to the way they treat their customers. As you probably know, there is a lot of unreliable information on the internet these days, no matter what you’re looking for, and finding trustworthy sources about online casinos can be difficult. We aim to give you factual and honest information about the casinos we review.


Bestcasino.com is featured on MSN.com
“It’s important for players to conduct due diligence and ensure that the safe online casino they choose is licensed by a recognised regulatory authority. Reputable internet casinos prominently display their licensing information on their websites, providing transparency and reassurance to players. You can check out a full list of top online casinos at Bestcasino.com NZ which are all licensed and safe to use”



Our team of casino professionals spend hours playing at casinos in order to get the complete picture before we recommend it to you. For an online casino to meet our high “best casino” standards, it must meet all of our requirements. If the site doesn’t have generous casino bonuses, secure payments, helpful support and a gaming license, it won’t get a position on our top online casinos list. Our comprehensive research helps us create an informed opinion so that you don’t have to do it yourself.




History of Online Casinos

Although it may feel like online casinos have been around forever, the fact is that it is a rather new phenomenon. It all began in 1994 when the very first online casino was established. Ever since that day, there have been a lot of different opinions regarding online gambling. While online gambling is legal in most of the countries within the European Union, a couple of nations in the Caribbean and a few provinces in Canada, many countries around the world either restrict or ban gambling completely.

If we rewind the tape and go back a few years, it all started when Antigua and Barbuda passed the Free Trade & Processing Act in 1994. This act lets organisations apply for licenses in order to open and operate online casinos. A fun fact is that the first gambling site software was produced and developed before the first online casino. You have probably heard of the one first gaming companies, as it’s the well-known game provider Microgaming, which is based on Isle of Man today. Microgaming is still one of the biggest online casino providers at online casinos to this day.

Fast-forward a couple of years, to the late 1990s. More and more people started to explore the fun and excitement of online casinos and gambling. It’s pretty safe to say that the trend really exploded between 1996 and 1997. In 1996, there were around 15 casinos on the internet – but in 1997, the number increased to an impressive 200 websites. A year later, in 1998, the first online poker rooms saw the light of day as well. In 1999, the Internet Gambling Prohibition Act was introduced.

What should I look for in an online casino?

There are many things to consider if you are looking for a new casino to play at. The best online casino sites have hundreds of slots and table games, a live casino, generous promotions and 24/7 live support. You can find the best casino online reviews here at BestCasino.

Is it safe to play with real money?

Yes. Online casinos use modern SSL technology to encrypt transactions and your personal data, which makes it completely safe to make deposits and play.


Compare the best casino sites at BestCasino

The online gambling market is worth billions of euros annually, and many operators want a piece of the cake. Competition is always good for players because it forces the casinos to provide a better service in order to survive. However, there are still many online casinos that are not doing a good job of taking care of their customers. Confusing bonus terms and rules, long withdrawal processing times or high bonus wagering requirements are just a few of the things that can ruin the fun of gambling and cause frustrating situations for the players. This is why it is vital to choose a trusted casino with fair terms and wagering requirements.

Every player is different, and you should look for the things that are important to you when you are looking for a new casino. If you enjoy playing slots, you’ll probably want to be able to play high-quality titles from popular game providers such as NetEnt, Microgaming, Yggdrasil, Quickspin, Blueprint, and others. Fans of live casino games want to find classic table games such as Roulette, Blackjack, and Baccarat once they’ve signed up for an account. And if you are looking for a bonus, you should take a minute to read about the welcome bonus to see if it has fair wagering requirements and clear bonus rules before you make a deposit.

Our online casino reviews let you compare online casino sites so that you can find the perfect site for you. As mentioned, our team of experienced players do our best to test all the aspects and features of the casinos before writing a review. We aim to include the most important information so that you know what to expect once you register an account and start playing. Depositing, claiming bonuses and playing is always safe at the casinos we recommend, and we highlight the most important information that you need to know before playing. Only the cream of the crop of online casinos gets a spot on our casino top list.

In addition to guides and reviews, we strive to bring you the latest news from the iGaming industry. With more regulations and stricter licenses on the horizon, there is a lot happening in the online gambling world today. Just recently, the UKGC announced a ban on credit card gambling in the UK, and we expect to see similar regulations in other markets. If you want to stay updated on the latest iGaming news, be sure to visit our blog.








Read our professional casino online reviews

One of the ideas behind BestCasino.com is to provide a trustworthy platform where players from around the world can find the best casino websites on the internet. We take gambling seriously, and all of us have years of gambling experience under our belt. We stay away from unlicensed and unregulated casinos, which means that all the online casinos we recommend are 100% safe and trustworthy. When we review casinos, we do it from a players’ perspective, which means that you can read genuine and honest reviews of the top online casinos.

Our review team only covers a small percentage of the casinos out there, as we focus on looking at high-quality brands. We do this to make sure that we only represent the “creme de la creme” of the online casino world. Our comprehensive reviews cover the most important aspects of the casino, and below are some of the things that we look at when reviewing an online casino.

We cover multiple markets, but are primarily focusing on Sweden, Norway and New Zealand. 
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100% up to
£100 Bonus


– Free Spins





Play 

Review 





Ad
|

18+


Welcome bonus for a new players only. Maximum bonus is 100% up to $/€/£ 100. Min deposit is $/€/£ 10. No max cash out. Wagering is 45x bonus. Maximum bet while playing with a bonus is $/€/£ 5. Eligibility is restricted for a suspected abuse. Skrill and Neteller deposits excluded 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
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up to
£25 Bonus


20 Free Spins





Play 

Review 
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New UK customers only. Opt-in required. 20 Bonus Spins on “Sahara Riches Cash Collect” and 100% Deposit Bonus up to £25 on first deposit. Min. deposit £10. 30x wagering requirement for Bonus Spins and 30x wagering requirement for Deposit Bonus (game weighting applies). Max. £5/spin or £0.50/line or £10/round (Live Casino). 30 days expiry. 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
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100% up to
£100 Bonus


– Free Spins





Play 

Review 
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|

18+


Welcome bonus for new players only | Maximum bonus is 100% up to £100 | Min. deposit is £20 | No max cash out | Wagering is 35x bonus | Maximum bet with an active bonus is £5 | Eligibility is restricted for suspected abuse | Cashback is cash with no restrictions | Skrill & Neteller deposits excluded | Cashback applies to deposits where no bonus is included 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
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100% up to
£200 Bonus


11 Free Spins





Play 

Review 





Ad
|

18+


New players only. Min deposit £/$/€ 10. Account balance is withdrawable at any time, upon withdrawal, any remaining bonus spins are forfeited. 7 days to activate the spins: Bonus spins expire 24 hours after activation. 

|
Play responsibly
|

T&Cs apply 
















Game selection

With so many awesome slots coming out every month, we don’t want to miss out by playing at an online casino that doesn’t feature the most popular game providers. We comb through the games lobby to see if we can find must-have slot providers such as NetEnt, Microgaming and NYX, as well as live casino games from Evolution Gaming, NetEnt Live or other providers. If you are interested in learning more about the leading game studios, you can read about them on their specific pages here at BestCasino.

Online casino welcome bonus

A welcome bonus can make or break even the best casino. With so many great platforms to choose from, it’s always worth looking out for a generous welcome bonus. A good casino welcome bonus should give players more value for their money and have fair terms and wagering requirements.

Casino deposit bonus

Deposit bonuses add extra bonus money on top of your deposit. Most casinos offer a first deposit bonus to new players, but also to their existing players as part of regular or special time-limited promotions. While some bonuses still require you to use a bonus code, you can usually activate your bonus on the deposit page.

Loyalty program

If you are a loyal player at an online casino, you want to be rewarded for it. It’s totally understandable. Some casinos are far better than others when it comes to rewarding their most valuable players. You should expect to get access to frequent reload bonuses, free spins, VIP bonuses and more. Some online casino sites have automated reward programs that give you loyalty points or free spins by playing.

Online casino license

We only recommend licensed and secure casinos. Licensed casinos are required to abide by strict regulations that protect the players. MGA, UKGC, Alderney and Curacao are among the most prominent gambling authorities in Europe. Be sure to check the casino’s license information before you sign up and make a deposit.

Mobile Casino

Few things are more annoying than playing at an online casino with slow loading times and laggy software. That is why we always take user experience into account when reviewing a site. We prefer modern websites with menus that are easy to navigate. The games, cashier and support should never be more than a couple of clicks away.

Online casino user experience

Most gamblers enjoy their favourite slots on the smartphones or tablets nowadays, so the casino’s mobile version is quite essential. The majority of slots and table games should be available on mobile, and we want to be able to contact customer support and access all the site features from our phones.

Customer support

Technical issues happen from time to time, and when they do, we want to get help fast. The top casino sites have a live chat that is accessible 24 hours a day, e-mail support and a phone number that you can call in order to get in touch with someone instantly. We always test the casino’s response times and level of service.

Payment methods

When you visit the cashier to make a deposit, you’ll want to be able to use your preferred payment method. While some stick to traditional deposit methods such as payment cards and bank transfers, others prefer to use e-wallets such as Skrill or Neteller, or pre-paid cards such as Paysafecard.

Fast withdrawals

The joy of winning big can quickly turn into frustration if your withdrawal is not processed within a reasonable timeframe. Online casinos process withdrawals within minutes or hours, while others make you wait days for your money to be on its way.








Benefits of playing casino online

Thanks to the internet, a lot of new opportunities have appeared in the last 20 years. Brand new businesses have seen massive growth, while some older industries have a hard time keeping up with the evolution of technology. Some companies manage to maintain a balance and are able to take advantage of how the internet works in order to make even more money. The online casino industry is a great example of this. While gambling has existed for hundreds of years, more people than ever are able to enjoy the excitement of gambling thanks to the internet.

The perks of playing at a casino online rather than in a landbased casino are easy to spot. Of course, both online and offline casinos have their pros and cons. While online casinos have more games, bonuses and higher payout percentages, it’s difficult to beat the thrill of entering a real casino and experience the true casino atmosphere. However, there are many reasons to stick to online casinos when you want to enjoy your favourite games.

One of the most obvious reasons why you should play at an online casino rather than a landbased casino is that you can access your favourite gambling website at any time. As long as you have a PC and/or phone as well as access to the internet, you’re good to go. When you feel like playing, you simply log in to an online casino, add funds and fire up the games. There are hundreds of online casino sites to choose from, and in this guide, you will find some of the top casinos on the market. Nowadays, you can play online casino slots or take a seat at the live casino tables wherever you are – even if it’s on your way home from work, during your lunch break, or just relaxing on the couch. So, what are the other perks of playing online?

	An online casino for everyone: Since there are so many online casino sites, you most certainly will find a perfect match for you. There are both simple casinos that just focus on offering a wide selection of games and more advanced online casinos with gamification and other cool features.
	Great game selection: Most online casinos today understand the importance of having a great game selection. At most sites, you will find hundreds or even thousands of slots from the best providers. Furthermore, you can enjoy classic table games with real cards and dealers in the live casino.
	Keep track of your budget: When playing online, you should always set a budget. Most casinos allow you to see a detailed history of your previous transactions, making it easy to know how much you have deposited and withdrawn. Remember, never play casino online with money you can’t afford to lose.
	Many payment methods: If you want to make a deposit at an online casino, you can choose from a wide range of payment methods, including Visa/Mastercard, bank transfer Neteller, Skrill, Paypal, Paysafecard and many more. There is an option for everyone.
	Use tools for safe gambling: Licensed online casino sites are required to offer tools for responsible gambling. In order to keep your gambling safe, you can set a daily, weekly or monthly deposit limit, loss limit or wager limit, or pause your account for a specific time.
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Online casino tips & tricks for beginners

If you have never played at an online casino before but want to get started, we’ve got you covered. At BestCasino, you will find everything you need to know about the world of online gambling, whether you want to learn about specific casino games, read casino reviews, check out game providers, find bonuses or learn more about deposit methods. In this section, we will share some of our best tips and tricks for beginners.

	The casino has the advantage: Online gambling can be a fun and rewarding experience, but It’s important to remember that the casino has the advantage. Most online casino games have an RTP of between 95-99%, which means that the house has an edge of 1-5%. When it comes to luck-based games such as slots and roulette, the casino has a clear advantage.
	Learn the games: As mentioned above, you need luck in order to beat an online casino. However, there are a few things you can do to increase your odds of winning. For instance, make sure to know the rules and best strategy of video poker, blackjack and other table games before playing. Playing these games optimally will make the house edge a bit lower.
	Set a gambling budget: Make a monthly gambling budget and stick to it. The golden rule of gambling is to never play with money you can’t afford to lose. Playing online casino is entertainment and should not be seen as a way to make money. Keep a gambling diary or use the casino’s deposit limit tools to help you stay within your budget.
	Play smart: When you’re lucky and hit a big win, it can be tempting to keep going to ride the luck. However, it is always a good idea to cash out your winnings instead of playing more. Know when to stop and be happy that you’ve managed to win instead of losing it all back. If you don’t, your hot streak will eventually end, and you might leave empty-handed.
	Use bonuses and free spins: The majority of casinos will offer you bonuses and free spins from time to time. Learn how casino bonuses and free spins works, and how you can use them to increase your chances of winning. You can find tons of great bonuses right here at BestCasino.












Find the best casino bonuses

Casino bonuses are an essential part of online casinos, and you can find a lot of information about them here at BestCasino. An online casino bonus gives you more to play with and increases your chances of winning. With a bigger balance, you’ll have more chances to hit a massive win that eventually leads to a cashout. Since a good bonus can give you extra value, it’s important to understand how they work and what to look out for. Some offers look good on the surface but may have difficult wagering requirements and shady bonus terms.

Bonuses are used by casinos to attract new players and keep existing players engaged. When you visit an online casino for the first time, you will often be greeted with a welcome bonus. These are bonuses that you can claim on your first deposit. A standard welcome bonus gives you 100% extra or even more when you make a deposit for the first time. For example, a welcome bonus might look something like this: make a deposit and get 100% up to £ 100. This means that the casino doubles your deposit up to £ 100. If you make a deposit of £ 100, you will get to play with £ 200 instead. There are other types of casino bonuses as well, such as free spins bonuses, reload bonuses and no deposit bonuses.

So, how do casino bonuses actually work, and are there any downsides? Casino bonuses come with wagering requirements that have to be completed before you can withdraw your winnings. Most bonuses have a wagering requirement of between 30 to 45 times the bonus amount, but this can vary from site to site. This is how it works: if a £ 100 bonus has a wagering requirement of 35x, you need to play for a total of £ 3500 in order to convert the bonus into cash. This may sound like a lot, but with the high RTP of modern slots, it’s actually very doable.

Additionally, it’s important to pay attention to the casino’s bonus terms and conditions. Most casinos have specific bonus rules that need to be followed until you have completed the wagering. For example, selected games may be restricted for bonus funds, or you may not be allowed to bet more than a certain amount with bonus cash. Be sure to check out our casino bonus guide to learn more about how casino bonuses work.


What is a no deposit bonus?

A no deposit bonus is a free bonus that you get by signing up. Some casinos give you a handful of free spins or a small amount of bonus money after registration so that you can try the casino before making a real money deposit.




Play casinos online on mobile

The future is mobile, and nearly all online casinos realised that years ago. We use our phones for pretty much everything these days, so it only makes sense that most of us prefer to play on the device we never leave the house without. Although virtually every online casino has a mobile website nowadays, not all of them are equally good. Some mobile sites are missing important features that are available on the desktop version, such as a loyalty program or a specific deposit method. The user experience can also be a lot worse at some mobile casinos, with clunky menus and painfully slow loading times.

If you are primarily a mobile player, you should pick an online casino that has a modern and well developed mobile casino. Some casinos offer a dedicated app that can be downloaded on your phone, but it’s not necessary for the most part. The best mobile casinos adjust automatically depending on whether you’re visiting the website on your phone, tablet, or desktop.

Fortunately, the games selection on mobile casinos has caught up to the desktop counterpart. Nearly every mobile casino features hundreds of popular slots and other casino games, and you can enjoy live casino games on the go as well. Some older games are still missing on mobile as they were never brought to mobile, but every new piece of software from the major slot providers are available on mobile from day one. All modern mobile phones and tablets can handle the latest slots – and as long as you have a stable internet connection, you’re good to go wherever you are. You can check out our online casino guide to find the best mobile casinos on the web.
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When to stop: 5 things every responsible gambler should know 



19 September, 2022 

Playing slots and other casino games are among the most exciting activities on the internet, especially when you land a big win in one of your favourite games. However, it can be easy to lose track of both time and money when gambling...
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Casino: Scorsese’s gambling classic from 1995 



23 August, 2022 

When it comes to movies based on gambling, none are more iconic than Casino. Released in 1995, Casino is a crime movie set in 1970s Las Vegas, a time when the mob had high stakes in the city. The classic movie features a star-studded cast,...
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Safe Swedish casinos with Great.com 



11 June, 2021 

Today we will dive into the Swedish casino market. It is a market that is rapidly growing every month. This includes both new online casinos and a lot of great games.  We will also interview one of the most experienced companies when it...
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Mega Ball – A new and exciting live casino game 



24 April, 2020 

Evolution Gaming revealed 12 new live games at ICE London last year, and one of the most anticipated games on the list has just been released. Mega Ball is a thrilling and fast-paced lottery game with a max win of a staggering 1,000,000 times your...
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You must be 18 years or older to play at the casinos presented on BestCasino.com
Play responsibly: www.gambleaware.co.uk.
About us • Contact • Responsible Gambling • Privacy policy • Sitemap
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bestcasino.com is an independent online casino comparison platform managed by Comskill Media Group. The material presented on this website is strictly for entertainment and educational purposes. We do not have control over third parties who may alter or withdraw their promotions. The deals you discover on our site are valid strictly for individuals 18 years of age or older and residents of the respective countries. Please ensure to thoroughly read the terms and conditions related to each casino before engagement. Use responsible gaming measures.
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